Please support the campus recycling efforts; recycling is a sustainable effort, which reduces costs as well as our impact on the environment. If your item does not fit one of the acceptable recycling descriptions please place it in the trash container.

**Acceptable For Trash**

- Food Waste
- Foam Cups & Containers
- Plastic Bags, Plastic wrap

**Recycle First - Trash Last**

**Trash Only**
One stop, one bin, if it fits it is in. To conserve local resources our campus participates in single stream recycling; do this by placing all recyclable items within the same bin. If your item fits one of the acceptable descriptions please place it in the recycling container. Thank you for supporting the campus recycling efforts; recycling is a sustainable effort, which reduces costs as well as our impact on the environment.

**Acceptable For Recycling**

- **Aluminum Cans, steel, Tin**
- **Plastic Bottles & Containers**
- **Milk & Juice Containers**
- **Paper, Magazines, Newspaper**
- **Cardboard, Brown paper bags**
- **Glass**

**DO NOT INCLUDE:** Sharps (needles), food waste, films, plastic bags, plastic wrap or foam cups & containers

**Single Stream Recycling = All in one bin**

**Recycling Only**

In collaboration with our recycling partner [wm.com](http://wm.com)